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LAND WARFARE WILL REMAIN 'EXTREMELY IMPORTANT' FOR INDIA: ARMY CHIEF
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The High Court of Delhi has recently observed that online financial scams are a threat to the country’s economic stability. The court noted that there is a need for strict measures to prevent such scams and protect individuals. The court recommended that the government should establish a regulatory framework to monitor online financial systems and penalize those who commit financial fraud.

A screenshot of an accused leader Parmeshwar Singh Sharmila has directed officials to examine an inquiry report on irregularities in DPSRU recruitment.

The court also noted that financial fraud is not only a threat to individuals but also to the entire economy. The court recommended that the government should establish a regulatory framework to monitor online financial systems and penalize those who commit financial fraud.

The court added that financial fraud is not only a threat to individuals but also to the entire economy. The court recommended that the government should establish a regulatory framework to monitor online financial systems and penalize those who commit financial fraud.

The court further noted that financial fraud is not only a threat to individuals but also to the entire economy. The court recommended that the government should establish a regulatory framework to monitor online financial systems and penalize those who commit financial fraud.

The court also noted that financial fraud is not only a threat to individuals but also to the entire economy. The court recommended that the government should establish a regulatory framework to monitor online financial systems and penalize those who commit financial fraud.
3 UNION MINISTERS AND MPS IN FRAY: BJP VETERANS CREATE BUZZ IN ELECTIONS


cidates for all 230 seats, while the RJP has announced nominees for 228 assembly segments till now. Silchar is a crucial constituency for the BJP with sitting MP, Hiren Gaba, who is contesting from the 21st seat number.
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**MAMATA LAMBSA MIST VOIT GOVT AS ED RAIDS FOUR WEST BENGAL MINISTERS**

The ED raided the residences of four West Bengal ministers in an attempt to harass and intimidate the TMC government, as confirmed by Sonkar.

**CASH-FOR-QUERY ROW: LS ETHICS PANEL TO GRILL MAHUA MOITRA ON OCT 31**

The probe believes that the central agencies are retaliating against the TMC government by pressuring the involved officials, who are being investigated by the ED for alleged corruption.

**ISRAELI ENVOY URGES INDIA TO DESIGNATE HAMAS AS A ‘TERRORIST ORG’**

As per the sources, the main purpose of the visit is to discuss the ongoing conflict in the Middle East and to reinforce the Visakha Pact, which was signed between India and Israel in 2017.

**BAKIBUR RAHMAN'S ASSET TRACKING**

The ED conducted a raid on the house of Bakibur Rahman, a known to have close ties with the ED and the Indian government.

**UNIVERSITY OFвой TO LAUNCH ‘VIKSIT BHARAT SANKALP YATRA’ ON NOVEMBER 15**

The yatra is aimed at sensitising the public about the need for Maratha quota and to ensure that the Maratha community is included in the Indian Constitution.

**UDDHAVA PMI MODI TO MEET JARANGE, RESOLVE QUOTA ISSUE**

The meeting marks the first high-level interaction between Modi and Jarange, who has been a vocal advocate for the Maratha community.

**UJWALA IOINT AIRCRAFT PILOT TRAINING PRACTICE PSE TO IN-FLIGHT CATERING SERVICES**

INDIA, EU TO CARRY OUT JOINT NAVAL DRILLS IN GULF OF GULF OF GUINEA**

The drills were aimed at reinforcing naval maritime security cooperation against the growing influence of non-state actors in the region.

**DECEMBER 2022**

The锻炼 was followed by an exercise in Accra, Ghana which aimed to improve regional cooperation and interoperability.

**NEW DELHI**

The TeamTATP partnership with the Indian Air Force will provide new opportunities in the aviation sector, which will enable them to expand their operations in the airline catering industry.
A grand level survey of the Sharad parliamentary constituency was conducted by India News to learn about the performance of Himadi Singh, the Member of Parliament from Sharad, and to gather voter feedback about his performance.

Himadi Singh, an Indian politician, was elected to the Lok Sabha, the lower house of the Parliament of India, from Sharad, Madhya Pradesh in the 2019 Indian general election as a member of the Congress Party. The Lok Sabha seat, reserved for women, is one of the most competitive seats in the country and represents a substantial population of voters.

The Lok Sabha election results from four constituencies.

1. Are you satisfied with your Member of Parliament (M.P.)?
   - Yes: 90%
   - No: 10%
   - Don’t know: 0%

2. Would you like to re-elect your M.P.?
   - Yes: 91%
   - No: 9%
   - Don’t know: 0%

3. The candidate is changing his/her name for the next election.
   - Do you support the new name?
     - Yes: 98%
     - No: 2%
     - Don’t know: 0%

4. In the 2019 Lok Sabha elections, what basis will you vote?
   - BC: 20%
   - ST: 45%
   - SC: 25%
   - Other: 10%
   - Don’t know: 0%

5. Will Modi work factor in your votes in 2019 elections?
   - Yes: 76%
   - No: 24%
   - Don’t know: 0%
How solar cables will help India meet its renewable energy goals

Nowadays, cable manufacturers are using high-tech mechanisms, technologies such as e-beam cross-linking, and halogen-free materials.

The rising growing and ris- 
ing awareness about clean energy's importance is be- come more prominent. The government has re- ported a new target of setting up India's National Mission on Target of Grid of 2000 MW Solar Power Projects. In addition, solar energy has taken a central place in the country's National Action Plan. Consistently, India is present in the National Mission on Solar to be a vital program a government-backed initiative and the rise in so- 

Notably, in both solar power plants and vocational solar technol- ogy domains, cables with high efficiency, low heating capability, and the ability to withstand severe climatic conditions and environmental energy goals.

By using high-tech mecha- 
niques, technologies are ac- celerating the process for renewable energy's development. The department has a new guideline of installing solar power plants and transmission projects. In addition, solar cables are a crucial component for developing more solar power projects in addition.

The use of high-quality materi- als and techniques ensures the functionality, efficiency, and reliability of the solar power systems, which help generate lower energy loss and boost the quality of solar panels.

INDIAN PUBLISHING

COULD MOTHER-IN-LAW BE THE NEXT BIG THING IN PUBLISHING?

Hemant K Mehta

There is evidently a huge interest in stories related to mothers-in-law, in India, but oddly enough, it appears confined to the screen. Before Madam Cressida, the nifty mother-in-law that Milena Magnini portrayed, the innocent duchess in the TV series, Downton Abbey, was frequently in cinema of the late 1980s and the early '90s. Lalita Pawar with her acting skills and ability to be the star performer in such roles. The mother-in-law role is being well-covered in the last decade in television on high level positions.

The daughter-in-law and pro- 
tagonist of the TV series "Kal Ho Naa Ho" is nationally well-known but instead of graduating to cinema, she never got the break or the right opportunities. The role offered a unique opportunity to showcase their quality and proficiency. E-beam cross-linking, and halogen-free materials.

The daughter-in-law and pro- 
tagonist of the TV series "Kal Ho Naa Ho" is nationally well-known but instead of graduating to cinema, she never got the break or the right opportunities. The role offered a unique opportunity to showcase their quality and proficiency. E-beam cross-linking, and halogen-free materials.

The daughter-in-law and pro-

This kind of writing is relatively new and a potential market for such fiction to create a unique slice of Indian reality.

In 2020, the global Solar cables market's valuation stood at $609 million and is projected to achieve the $2.6 billion mark by 2026. By 2021, the installed capacity for renewable en-

The demand for solar cables, including solar cables having higher performance required by the solar power plants and solar 

As a result, specific cable technology, thermal power plants and 

The rise and fall of the solar industry are also reflected in the growing demand for innovation and eco-friendly 

Although the novelty in the solar industry is in the growth of the solar industry, the rise and fall of the solar industry are also reflected in the growing demand for innovation and eco-friendly 

Continuing to produce high-quality and efficient solar cables will only continue to increase as the demand for solar power generation has increased significantly. This growth has prompted innovations and slashed the impact on the ecosystem.

The wire and cable industry is also responding to the growing demand for innovation and eco-friendly 

Notably, in both solar power plants and vocational solar technol-

IN THE NEWS

THE ROAD TO SUSTAINABILITY

According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), solar power will grow in importance and be at the forefront of the global energy mix by 2030 and slashing carbon emissions by 2050.

The IEA's report highlighted the potential for solar power to contribute to the global energy mix by 2030 and slashing carbon emissions by 2050.

Bharat Dajani, the Director of the India Solar Mission, said that "India has the potential to be the world's largest solar market by 2025, with over 20 GW of installed capacity. This growth is expected to continue as the country's renewable energy goals lead to an increased demand for solar power.

In addition, solar cables are a crucial component for developing more solar power projects in addition.

The solar cables market's growth is driven by the rising demand for solar power plants and vocational solar technologies. The growth has prompted innovations and slashed the impact on the ecosystem.

In 2020, the global Solar cables market's valuation stood at $609 million and is projected to achieve the $2.6 billion mark by 2026. By 2021, the installed capacity for renewable energy projects is expected to reach 2000 MW.

The demand for solar cables, including solar cables having higher performance required by the solar power plants and solar projects, is growing significantly. This growth has prompted innovations and slashed the impact on the ecosystem.
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**SUPREME COURT: JUDGES TAKING UP CASES NOT ASSIGNED BY CHIEF JUSTICE IS AN ACT OF GROSS IMPROPRIETY**

**Supreme Court restored flavoured tea brand From making Fresh Manufacture In Chaayos' Trade Dress, Ordered Take Down Of Listings From Amazon**

**CALCUTTA HIGH COURT PASSED INTERIM ORDER RESTRAINING POLICE; LAWYER’S PLEA ALLEGED POLICE HARASSMENT**

The Delhi High Court in the case Sunilme Teahouse Pvt Ltd v. Chaayos Private Limited observed and has restrained a flavoured tea manufacturer to place on record the details of the incident along with the monitory value, with regards to the products that have already been released under the name TeaCurry and Just Vedic.

The bench headed by Justice Pratibha M Singh in the case has directed the flavoured tea manufacturer to place on record the details of the incident along with the monitory value, with regards to the products that have already been released under the name TeaCurry and Just Vedic.

In the suit case, it was averred that on October 1, 2023, the Petitioner was served a notice by the respondent police officials not to continue with the production of the said product as it is the TeaCurry and Just Vedic brand.

The bench of Justice Singh was dealing with the present suit moved by the petitioner against Grey Mantra Solutions Pvt Ltd v. Grey Mantra Solutions Ltd.

The bench ordered the party to move the instant case to another forum for its disposal.

**Acting against the act of the police officials**

In the said report was compiled following directions by the High Court to the GSHLA in an employment-based initiative.

The bench headed by Justice Shashtri has observed that the Defendant is trying to counteract the situation as per the rights of the person.

The bench headed by Justice Shashtri had observed that the Defendant was trying to counteract the situation as per the rights of the person.

The bench headed by Justice Shashtri, while highlighting the alarming ground reality cited the newspaper report and the detailed investigation was conducted by the Gujarat High Court.

The senior advocate for the Applicant M Panchal (528) appeared for the Applicant.
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**DELHI HIGH COURT: IT AND ADMIN SERVICES BY SINGAPORE ENTITY TO ITS AFFILIATE IN INDIA CANNOT BE TREATED AS EXISTENCE OF A SERVICE SUPPLY**

The Delhi High Court on Monday observed that the service supply of it and admin services by an affiliate in Singapore to its Singapore entity cannot be treated as existence of a service supply.

The court held that the service supply of i and admin services by an affiliate in Singapore to its Singapore entity cannot be treated as existence of a service supply.

**Gujarat High Court: St. Judge Apologised To Pusjine Judge For Heated Exchange In Open Court; I Was Wrong, It Should Not Have Happened**

The Gujarat High Court on Monday observed that a judge had apologized to a puisne judge for a heat exchange in open court.

**In the case of Overseas Indian Affairs, the Emigration Division.**

Therefore, the said court noted that both the parties had not furnished any evidence to support their respective contentions.
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China sends youngest-ever astronaut crew to Tiangong space station

China has launched a new mission to its Tiangong space station, sending a crew of three astronauts on a mission that will last for several months. The crew consists of two experienced astronauts and one rookie, who will conduct experiments and repairs on the space station. This is the second crew to be sent to the space station, and it marks a significant step forward in China's space program. The mission also coincides with the birthday of the universe, with the Tiangong space station expected to be in orbit for several years. The mission is seen as a significant milestone in China's space exploration efforts, and it is expected to further enhance China's position as a major player in the global space race.
5 COUNTRIES WITH THE MOST UNUSUAL WEATHER CONDITIONS

Climate can vary dramatically from one place to another, and some regions experience unusual weather conditions. Here are five countries known for their extreme or challenging climates:

1. IRAN: LAND OF TEMPERATURE EXTREMES

Iran's climate varies greatly due to its diverse geography and topography. The country experiences some of the most extreme and varied climate conditions in the world.

The northern regions of Iran, in the Caspian Sea area, have a humid continental climate with cold winters and warm summers. In contrast, the desert regions, such as the Lut Desert, are among the hottest places on Earth, with temperatures reaching up to 129°F (53°C).

The southern coastal regions have a Mediterranean climate, with mild winters and hot summers.

2. EGYPT: THE ARABIAN SANDSTORMS

Egypt is known for its harsh desert conditions, particularly in the south. The desert regions experience extreme heat and dust storms, known as sandstorms.

The Western Desert, especially around the Sahara, is prone to sandstorms that can affect travel and transportation.

3. TIBET: THE WORLD'S HIGHEST AND COLDEST REGION

Tibet, the highest region in the world, experiences harsh and extreme weather conditions due to its high altitude.

The average annual temperature in Lhasa, the capital of Tibet, is around 10°C, but temperatures can drop below freezing during the winter.

4. AUSTRALIA: THE GREATEST TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS

Australia is known for its diverse and dramatic temperature variations, especially in its desert regions.

The Northern Territory, in the desert regions, experiences temperatures that can soar to over 120°F (49°C) in summer, while the temperatures in the southern parts can drop below freezing in winter.

5. FINLAND: THE COLDEST AND WINDIEST PLACE

Finland is known for its long, cold winters and strong winds. The country experiences some of the coldest temperatures in Europe.

The southern regions, which are closer to the Gulf of Finland, experience milder winters compared to the northern regions.

The northernmost region of Finnmark is known for its extreme cold, with temperatures dropping below -40°C in winter.

Actor-producer Priyanka Chopra Jonas is on route India to participate in the JioMAMI Mumbai International Film Festival here, which begins on Friday. Priyanka, who is the chairperson of the film gala’s curatorial panel, shared a social media update on her Instagram Stories on Thursday.

“Welcome minute! Can’t wait to see you all! I have captured the photo of her hand holding her Indian passport and a boarding pass and has written, ‘Khoobsurat Chukka-star’ The Rockstar.”

The festival will also feature world premieres and new releases, including contemporary and new cinematic videos from India and South Asia. According to the organizers, the festival will showcase award-winning films from 40 countries, including 50 premieres, 19 Asia premieres, and 11 short films.

The film festival begins on November 4, 2023, and will conclude on November 12, 2023. The festival is expected to attract film lovers and industry professionals from around the world.

The 2023 edition of the festival is set against the backdrop of the 1984 Bhopal Gas Leak, the world’s worst industrial disaster, and inspired by true stories.

Priyanka Chopra Jonas to attend JIO MAMI MUNIBUR RAMCHANDANI INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF FILM

Priyanka Chopra Jonas, a renowned actress and producer, is set to participate in the JioMAMI Mumbai International Film Festival, which is scheduled to take place from November 4 to November 12, 2023.

The festival will feature over 200 films, including world premieres and new releases, contemporary and new cinematic videos from India and South Asia. The festival organizers have announced that the festival will showcase award-winning films from 40 countries, including 50 premieres, 19 Asia premieres, and 11 short films.

The film festival will begin on November 4, 2023, and will conclude on November 12, 2023. The festival is expected to attract film lovers and industry professionals from around the world.

The 2023 edition of the festival is set against the backdrop of the 1984 Bhopal Gas Leak, the world’s worst industrial disaster, and inspired by true stories.
WINTER IS COMING!

With close to a month and half left for winters, it’s imperative that you decide on your style in advance and start taking care of your toes too. While the coldness and chill in the weather can only make us love winter, it’s also time to make it suitable to breakages, split ends, and dryness as white un-adorable flakes of dandruff are also an eye sore. It’s essential to focus on our mums so that they are easy to manage and look beautiful as ever. While oiling and enriching your hair with the natural and herbal elements are important— you can ramp it up by your hair game by incorporating conditioning and moisturizing products in your hair care routine.

Hair care specialist and manager at Plum – Neha Pandher says “It is time to break free from the daily routine of setting your hair using a conventional tool while remaining under-stated make it appealing for the festive season. Parents can play with a wider range of colors, covering soft pink, lavender, baby blue, mint green, maroon, and many more. The light colors can really accentuate the look of the kids when combined with deliberate embroidery designs. Choosing comfortable, easy-to-wear embellishments with subdued hues of lavender, pink or blue can really complement the other accessories and appear as quite striking. They should be semi-shiny blend of elegance with ease for allowing the young ones to enjoy both comfort and style. Choosing breathable fabrics made of light weight and soft materials can work wonders for kids. While creating your statement, their clothes will not come in the way of your fun and recreation.

4. STYLE THAT RESONATES WITH THE WEATHER

Generally, the start of the festive season is marked by a transition in the weather conditions. Considering that the weather at this time of the year is quite unpredictable, it is recommended that parents dress their children according to the weather conditions. They should choose the outfits that capture the essence of festive garb while not compromising the health of the child. Therefore, pants or leggings that only add depth to the outfit but also ensure kids are prepared for any weather should be incorporated. They should be semi-shiny blend of elegance with ease for allowing the young ones to enjoy both comfort and style. Choosing breathable fabrics made of lightweight and soft materials can work wonders for kids. While creating your statement, their clothes will not come in the way of your fun and recreation.

5. ACCESSORIZE FOR A MESMERIZING LOOK

For kids who love to express their personality and creativity, accessories are a great way to be stylish. Whether it’s scarf, necklace, bracelet, earring, or pendant, accessories can add some flair and fun to any festive look. It helps in personalizing the outfit and giving it a unique touch. Depending on the child’s choice, such as gold and silver, they should choose the accessories that suit the child best. It is also recommended that parents select the accessories that go well with their child’s clothes. The weather at this time of the year is quite unpredictable, it is recommended that parents dress their children according to the weather conditions. They should choose the outfits that capture the essence of festive garb while not compromising the health of the child. Therefore, pants or leggings that only add depth to the outfit but also ensure kids are prepared for any weather should be incorporated. They should be semi-shiny blend of elegance with ease for allowing the young ones to enjoy both comfort and style. Choosing breathable fabrics made of lightweight and soft materials can work wonders for kids. While creating your statement, their clothes will not come in the way of your fun and recreation.

SAREE: TO BE OR NOT TO BE??

We have often been haunted by this question and the correct answer is “to be” for sure! The unstitched garment has always found its place in India since the Rig Veda 5000 years ago to the Indus Valley and finally to modern India.
DDLJ WORKED DECADES AGO AS IT WAS ABOUT A TRANSITION

VENKATESH VENKATESH

Before the harrowing events of the 2007 horror film Veronica, Sister Death transports you to post-war Spain, immersing you in the sickly barrio of Nariona, a young girl sent with a family friend on an intimidating and possibly doomsday experience.

Her quest to unravel the intricate mystery of an ancient and silent world leads her to confront the lingering darkness that haunts and posys upon its inhabitants.

THE ENFIELD POLTERGEIST

The Enfield Poltergeist is a gripping four-episode documentary that dives deep into a family’s supernatural encounter in London during the 1970s. Director Historia Dyer’s collection features interviews, archival footage, and first-hand accounts from those who lived through the events. The documentary paints a vivid picture of the chilling events, including the infamous poltergeists and the unexplained phenomena that occurred within the family home.

PAIN HUSTLERS

Based on Evan Hughes’s 2022 novel and drawing inspiration from the true story of drug-addiction activist around Liza, played by Emily Blunt. Facing unsympathetic and the challenge of raising her daughter, Liza finds a path to redemption and a way to use her skills to help others.

SISTER DEATH

Five Nights at Freddy’s is a 2023 American supernatural horror film written and directed by Scott Cawthon. The film is scheduled to be released on October 27, 2023. The story of Five Nights at Freddy’s begins with the closure of the popular theme park during the September 11 attacks.

MANDALI

 Mandalai marries the journey of a man and his struggle to overcome the challenges of living in a time of diminishing social conscience and disregard for cultural and traditional values. The film is directed by V. Shantaram
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Haaland Nets Third in Zurich Win 3-1

Erling Braut Haaland scored a hat-trick against the Swiss champions to make it three in a row for the Norwegian star. The forward scored all three goals in the first half of the match, helping Borussia Dortmund to a 3-1 victory at the St. Jakob-Park stadium in Zurich.

Indira Gandhi Shines in Swiss Games, Reaches Unprecedented Medal Tally

Indira Gandhi shone brightly in the Asian Para Games, reaching a historic medal tally. The Indian athlete bagged a total of 18 medals, including 10 golds, 5 silvers, and 3 bronzes. This notable achievement has set a new record for India in the Asian Para Games.
**CRICKET**

**SHAME ON INDIA**

In a highly anticipated match at the MA Chidambaram Stadium in Chennai, Pakistan managed to upstage their historic opponent, Sri Lanka, in the first Super League encounter of the ICC World Cup 2023. The visitors posted a total of 269 runs on a pitch which had hosted some of the finest cricketing moments. Pakistan, captained by Babar Azam, and their bowlers, managed to turn the tables on their illustrious opponents and ensure a comfortable victory.

**AUS VS NED**

Australia secured a resounding 309-run win against Netherlands after a 16-year wait for their return to the ICC World Cup. The match was held at the MA Chidambaram Stadium in Chennai, where Sri Lanka triumphed by 8 wickets.

**NEW DELHI**

Friends extend help to cricket icon Greg Chappell with fundraising drive

Cricket legend Greg Chappell has revealed he is battling a terminal illness and his friends and former players are coming together to help him. The 75-year-old former Australian cricket captain, who was named as Australia's return to international cricket coach in 2016, is facing a terminal illness.

**LAXMAN LIKELY TO COACH **

Laxman likely to coach team for Australia T20Is post-World Cup

VVS Laxman has always been known to change his role when required. He has been a part of the team management, but his involvement will be more crucial now, with the cricketing world facing a gruelling campaign in the future.

**BABA’S CAPTAINIQUE TAIRED FATE TO PICTO CAMPAIGN, HINTS PBC**

The Pakistan Cricket Board on Thursday hinted that VVS Laxman’s captainique fate could be on the line if the inspection report regarding the ongoing World Cup fails to provide a necessary boost.

**LANKA CRUSHES ENGLAND, SECURES EIGHT-WICKET WIN**

Sri Lanka, in their first appearance at the ICC World Cup 2023, managed to defeat England convincingly by eight wickets. The hosts were victorious despite the absence of several key players from both teams.

**BARISHA VS AUS**

Australia have locked horns in 82 matches against Pakistan in ODI World Cup history. In the last five encounters between these teams in the tournament, Pakistan have won four and lost one, with one match ending in a no-result. This performance adds to their history of victories over Pakistan, particularly in the ODI World Cup, where they have emerged victorious in 51 matches and lost in 22 matches.

**NEW DELHI**

National Cricket Academy head VVS Laxman could be in charge of the Indian team for the five-match T20 International series against Australia, which will start within a week after the World Cup. Head coach Ravi Shastri’s contract will run out at the conclusion of the World Cup and obviously the BCCI will announce their official applications for the post within the next two weeks. It will be interesting to see how the BCCI decides on the future of the national team, which involves extensive travel. There is a possibility that Laxman, who has previously been the coach of the national team, will be appointed as the new coach.

**CHALLENGE**

Netherlands coach Ryan Cook admitted their dream of reaching the semifinals in this World Cup looks a bit distant. This follows England’s exit from the tournament, which left the Dutch team at 9th position on the points table, needing at least four wins from their last five matches to have a chance of qualifying for the top four, but their team faced a disappointing loss in the match at the MA Chidambaram Stadium in Chennai.

**BARRHAR’S HOPE FOR SEMI-FINALS**

Following this loss, England fans are demanding a change in the team management. The English cricket team has a tough task ahead, as they need to secure four wins from their remaining five matches to have a chance of reaching the semifinals.
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**NEW DELHI**

Babar Azam’s return to international cricket has come a long way, and his performance in the World Cup has earned him a place in the squad for the upcoming T20I series against Australia. Babar Azam has proved himself as a valuable asset to the team, and his return to the fold is expected to boost the morale of the players.
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